DAN MATTRAVIS—
TEACHER

Penguins Newsletter
Weird Weather Week!
Hello!

 Dates for your
diary:
 Monday: Swimming
and Weekend
News!
 Tuesday: Yoga and
Maths in the morning followed by Art
and D.T with Sheila
in the afternoon.
 Tuesday (PM): Dan
PPA
 Wednesday: Yoga
Larkpack, Sensory
room and Literacy
 Thursday: Soft
play for some and
shopping for others. Science and
Larkpack
 Friday: Café, P.E,
choosing and assembly”

So you may have noticed that
storm Callum has hit this morning. It is absolutely gross, wet and
miserable and we are really hoping
it clears up in time for the café! If
not, we will have our snack, come
back and get a bit of choosing on
the go. I’m currently typing the pre
flu immunisations and school photos, so fingers crossed we can manage to get all of those ticked off!
Monday swimming was excellent
and Emmanuela was absolutely
the swimming superstar this week!
She has recently started taking her
feet off the floor and has now, on a
couple of occasions, made really
purposeful attempts to kick her legs
with support of a buoyancy aid!
Great job Emmanuela! Carter is
exploring more space in the pool
and Owen worked brilliant with
Pete in the deep end...super job!
Tuesday we started the day with
yoga, and the children were amazing! The children engaged brilliantly and completed lots of actions with support. They are super
brilliant! Tuesday was followed by
maths and then art/DT with Sheila.

Se

Millie is our star of ptembe
the week!

It was a tough choice for Penguin of the
week this week, but it has to go to
Emmanuela for her beautiful talking and
sentences that haven’t relied on prompting! Well done Emmanuela, you are
amazing!

Wednesday was communication, and I
was out in the morning meet Olu’s new
teacher from Exeter House to discuss his
progress! He is getting on well and has
settled in to his new school which was
really lovely to hear. Wednesday afternoon we went into the sensory room and
enjoyed playing with the magic carpet!
Thursday was soft play/shopping and
science in the afternoon, where we are
continuing to think about early emotion words and we have seen our best
engagement so far! We finished with a
Larkpack. Today will, hopefully, see us
go out and triumph with the flu immunisations and photos! Fingers
crossed!
Have a good one!
Dan

Wishing you an
excellent weekend!

What I have been hearing about …

Dan, Jo, Jess, Tash,
Amie, Alex and
Adi

Apologies for the lack of photos! We have had such a busy
week and have been so engrossed that there really hasn’t
been a chance to take any! I will make up for it next week!

Don’t forget to keep
checking our school
website for lots of
info and links to
useful sites.

Reminders!

As a side note, the children posed beautifully for the photographer this afternoon
and looked excellent! Well done team!

